Press Release
James Caan’s HB Ingram Mayet announces the launch of their

Risk Division
Global recruitment business HB Ingram Mayet, which specialises in the
financial services sector, has launched a specialist Risk Division
managed by Scott Berko.
HBIM is a leading search consultancy specialising in international search and development
projects, traditionally focusing on Middle & Back Office assignments on a global scale.
In October HBIM launched the Risk division. In order to mark the occasion they invited James Caan
and Scott Berko to present their vision to key players within the Risk market as a way of
highlighting the benefits that this new platform will provide.
Due to the increasing demand that currently surrounds the Risk, Audit, Compliance & Quantitative
market, together with the implementation of top-down regulatory changes such as Solvency II and
Basel III, not to mention the fall-out from the recent Libor rate scandal, it has been necessary for
HBIM to respond to these market changes and provide a more comprehensive service for their
clients.
Scott will manage the Risk Practice and take the lead in building out the global presence of HBIM’s
risk recruitment offering. His team provide global solutions from offices in London, Houston,
Zurich and Dubai and cover Market, Operational, Credit and Quantitative Risk recruitment from
Graduate to MD level across the globe.
With almost 10 years of recruitment and executive search experience Scott has worked with high
profile clients as well as the Buy and Sell side, and various commodities trading houses. Providing
a bespoke range of services to support businesses globally, Scott is a true specialist in Risk
Management and the Quantitative areas. He has a proven ability to execute on roles at all levels,
with a meticulous approach to conducting research and delivery on assignments.
Founder of Hamilton Bradshaw, James Caan, who was a key speaker at the event said: “I’m always
on the lookout for top talent, as well as looking for opportunities in new markets. I’m excited to
announce the new risk division of HB Ingram Mayet headed up by Scott Berko. Right now, there’s a
demand for top calibre professionals in the risk, compliance and audit market. This sector is a
competitive industry but Scott has demonstrated he has a good network with some of the biggest
players in the financial market. He is passionate, driven and determined and I look forward to
having him on board.’

Known for assisting clients in identifying, qualifying and recruiting the industry’s top talent, HBIM
are proud to be working with the market leaders in Risk; from niche boutiques & family offices, to
large global corporations.
Mo Mayet, founder and Managing Director of HBIM said: “The addition of Scott and the setup of a
dedicated Risk division will complement our existing client base and candidate pool to add a truly
global end-to-end recruitment offering.”
Scott Berko, Director & Global Head of Risk at HBIM, added: “This has, and will enable me to
perform on a global basis to support my clients. I am keen to bring in the top talent, senior
individuals to run and manage my specialist risk recruitment teams.”
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